Event-related neural activity associated with the Stroop task.
The time course of neural activity supporting performance during the Stroop task was investigated using event-related brain potentials (ERPs). Four spatially and temporally distinct modulations were observed differentiating the ERPs elicited by incongruent trials from the ERPs elicited by congruent, neutral, or word identification trials. Two of these modulations reflected increased negativity over the fronto-central region and positivity over the fronto-polar region for incongruent trials and may reflect conflict detection and resolution processes. The other modulations, distributed over the left parietal and temporo-parietal regions, may reflect the activity of a meaning-based conceptual level system active during congruent, neutral, and word identification trials; and the activity of a perceptual level system supporting task performance when only color information can guide an efficient response on incongruent trials.